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IN CONFIDENCE 
 

 

Board of Trustees (2019-07)  
Date 5 July 2019 

Location  IWM London 

Present ACM Sir Stuart Peach (Chair) 
 Matthew Westerman (Deputy Chair) 

Desmond Bowen Rear Admiral Amjad Hussain 
HE The Hon George Brandis  Brigadier VMB Krishnan 
Hugh Bullock Professor Margaret MacMillan 
Elizabeth Cleaver Tim Marlow 
Lt Colonel Tressa Home Suzanne Nicholas 
 Peter Watkins 

In attendance Diane Lees, Director-General 
Jon Card, Executive Director, Collections & Governance 
Gill Webber, Executive Director, Content and Public Programmes 
Gill Smith, Board Secretary (minutes) 

Vikki Heywood (Chair) and Nigel Hinds (Executive Producer), 14-18 NOW for item 5 
 

1 Apologies for Absence 

Apologies were received from General Figgures, Tamsin Todd and Mark Urban and from the High 
Commissioners for Canada (represented by L Col Home), India (represented by Brigadier Krishnan), New 
Zealand, Pakistan, South Africa and Sri Lanka. 
 
2 Conflict of Interest Declaration 

Trustees were invited to declare any conflict of interest with any item on the agenda.   Mr Bullock 
declared that Gerald Eve, where he was Chairman, provided valuation services to IWM as recorded 
in the Annual Report and Accounts (at item 6).  He confirmed that he himself had had no part in the 
service. 
 
3 Constitution and Membership 

3.1 Appointment of the Chair of Trustees       

The Chairman referred to the election for his successor which had taken place during the week 
before the meeting and announced the result of the ballot.    Matthew Westerman was declared the 
winner and therefore Chair-elect, having secured 13 votes.   Rear Admiral Hussain had received 5 
votes.     Sir Stuart confirmed that the election had been open and transparent and DCMS were 
informed of the outcome, having taken part in counting the votes.    Trustees congratulated Mr 
Westerman on his election. 

The Chair took item 5 next 
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5 Report from 14-18 NOW 

5.1 Vikki Heywood, Chair, and Nigel Hinds, Executive Producer, of 14-18 NOW gave a presentation 
on the achievements of the centenary commissioning programme which had been hosted by IWM 
throughout the First World War centenary period and which would formally come to a close in the 
autumn of 2019.   A short film showing the many outputs of the programme was shown and the 
results of independent evaluation were presented.  Ms Heywood reported on the team’s 
appearance before the DCMS Select Committee on the outcome of the FWW Centenary and the 
closing conference in which 280 delegates had participated. 

5.2 Trustees noted that the project had been hugely successful and would be closing on a high.   
While the body was independent of IWM and separately funded, Ms Heywood remarked that the 
programme could not have operated without the support of IWM; work in partnership with the 
museum on the Poppies tour and Peter Jackson’s film They Shall not grow old were significant 
highlights of the programme which would prove a lasting legacy.   The 14-18 NOW team were 
enormously grateful to the IWM, and in particular to the Director-General and Jon Card for their 
support and advice throughout the duration of the project. 

5.3 In the course of further discussion, Trustees: 

 established that numerous and significant partnerships had been established, and that the 
legacy of these achievements would be retained and recorded through the programme’s 
archive which would be transferred to and made accessible through IWM; 

 applauded the scale of the ambition, how that had been delivered and what could be learned 
from it; 

 commended the transnational reach of the programme; 
 Information has been exempted under Section 36 of the Freedom of Information Act 

2000.  

5.4 The Chair expressed thanks, on behalf of the Board, to Ms Heywood and Mr Hinds for a most 
impressive and successful programme and a remarkable partnership. 

 
3 Constitution and Membership (cont) 

3.2 IWM Trading Company Chair of Directors 

Trustees APPROVED the reappointment of Tamsin Todd to be Chair of Directors.   It was 
agreed that this appointment would take effect from 5 July for a period until the new Business 
Trustee was in a position to take over the role. 

Mr Westerman reported that interviews for the new Business Trustee would take place at the 
end of July.   There was a shortlist of five candidates. 

3.3 IWM Audit Committee 

Trustees ENDORSED the appointment of Brigid Sutcliffe to be an external member of the 
IWM Audit Committee following an open competition and selection by a panel comprising 
Chair of Audit Matthew Westerman, Rear Admiral Hussain and Jon Card, Executive Director 
for Collections and Governance. 

 
4 Minutes of the Meeting held on 19 March 2019 and Matters Arising 

4.1 The minutes of the meeting held in March 2019 were AGREED, subject to a proposal by Mr 
Watkins that at 7.3, the final sentence be redrafted to read: "The MOD-appointed Trustee 
highlighted the potential for collaboration with MOD on coverage of the topic of sexual violence in 
conflict."    An amended version was signed.    A redacted version for publication on the website 
was noted. 
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4.2 As matters arising, Trustees noted that  

 CP19 (item 5) had been amended and published at the end of March and communicated to all 
staff and  

 a useful discussion around national and international partnerships (item 7.4) had taken place 
at the Away Day in May and was reported at item 9 of this agenda. 

 
6 Annual Report & Accounts 2018/19 

6.1 The draft Annual Report and Accounts 2018/19 were presented for approval, having previously 
been endorsed and recommended by the Audit Committee at their meeting on 26 June. The 
document was due to be laid before Parliament on 17 July.   

6.2 A statement from the Executive Director for Collections and Governance showing the reconciliation 
of the statutory accounts and management accounts was tabled for review by the Board. Mr Card 
confirmed that the accounts complied with Charity SORP and statutory accounting; they included 
comments from NAO and DCMS, who had asked for an additional paragraph on Whistleblowing.     

6.3 Mr Westerman, Chair of Audit, reported that the Audit Committee had raised no specific issues 
and that the whole process of audit had been much smoother this year.   He expressed thanks to 
the new external member of the Committee, who had reviewed the document for IWM.   

6.4 The Board APPROVED the Annual Report and Accounts and AGREED that the Chairman sign 
them. 

 
7 Risk Management Review 

7.1 The Board carried out its annual review of risk management and a revised strategic risk 
register (SRR), which had been circulated. 

7.2 The Chairman reminded Trustees that a full review of the strategic risk register had recently taken 
place.   He was aware that a great deal of work had gone into the review and before inviting Mr 
Westerman to introduce the revised SRR thanked members of the Audit Committee who had 
carried out this work in discussion with senior managers. 

7.3 Chair of Audit, Mr Westerman, reported that the initial review had taken place at a risk workshop 
attended by the Audit Committee, the chairs of Trading Directors and Estates Advisory Committee 
and senior managers.    While the presentation of the Register had not changed significantly, the 
number of top level risks had been reduced and their titles or descriptive groupings had changed 
and a risk response was mapped against each risk listed.    The Audit Committee had been 
pleased to see target dates included within the action columns but had recommended that areas of 
risk be assigned to individual responsible executive directors. 

7.4 In reviewing the revised Strategic Risk Register, Trustees discussed whether there were any 
areas of business missing from the Register and whether the risk evaluations were 
appropriate.  Information has been exempted under Section 31 of the Freedom of Information 
Act 2000. 

The overall response of the Board to the revised SRR was positive and a small number of 
suggestions were made for improvement: 

 Further review of the inherent evaluations assigned to risks relating to Culture and 
Relevance, which one or two considered to be reversed; 

 Inclusion of risks relating to accessibility and inclusion (within the Safety and Security 
risk) and to London culture and competition and the Commonwealth USP (within the 
Culture risk); 
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 Additionally, while it was acknowledged that the Director-General, as Accounting Officer, 
was overall accountable for organisational risk, Trustees CONCURRED that each area of 
risk be assigned to an individual member of ELT. 

Action: these recommendations be considered by Audit Committee at their next 
meeting 

Ms Lees confirmed to the Board that the programme of internal audit was closely tied to the 
risk evaluations and internal audit reviews were used to monitor risk response and to surface 
areas of unknown risk.    At the level below the strategic risk register all projects and 
programmes maintained their own risk registers.    The revised SRR, once signed off by 
Trustees, would be cascaded down through the organisation alongside a programme of 
training and awareness. 

 
8 Strategic Development Review 

8.1 A paper had been circulated which reported progress against current strategic development.   This 
also touched on some of the themes discussed at the Away Day and the Chairman remarked that 
the report indicated IWM was making good progress against its objectives.    

8.2 Particular matters arising from the Trustees’ further discussion of the report were: 

8.2.1 The critical need to understand the customer journey and all that entails as part of the 
development of the Digital Transformation Strategy.   Ms Lees confirmed that this was at the 
heart of work on the digital transformation and the teams were working hard to marry the 
audience development and digital strategies in this respect; 

8.2.2 Development of a Sustainability strategy and where this sat.  Trustees noted that aspects of 
sustainability were visible in individual strategies but the strands probably needed to be 
pulled together in one place.   The Executive Team would look into whether this should come 
together under the Estates Strategy; 

8.2.3 The review of the Collection Development Strategy and particular areas of focus.   Some 
Trustees sought greater focus on post-Second World War and contemporary conflict, looking 
specifically at the nature of warfare, the relevance of the collection to today’s young people 
and whether the programme was sufficiently ambitious.   Themes such as the future of 
warfare and “wars that never were” were raised and the Director-General explained that IWM 
was working with partners to gain a better understanding of collecting in these areas.  Ms 
Webber referred additionally to a meeting taking place the following week to look at the 
subject of hybrid warfare.    Some Trustees had been invited to take part in this discussion.   
In the context of this discussion Ms Lees also explained the wider role of the Collection 
Development Committee in advising on acquisitions to the collection, and balancing the 
strategic vision against the appropriateness of items; taking account not only of IWM’s remit, 
but also the relevance of an item and its long term care and preservation needs.   She added 
that the collection was growing but that offers of material were not always of quality. 

 
9 Away Day 2019 

9.1 A note of the outcome of discussions at the Away Day held in May had been circulated and 
the Chairman sought feedback from Trustees on the format of these annual meetings. 

9.2 The Board generally believed that while there had been a good discussion at the meeting, 
they AGREED that, going forward, there should be greater input from the Board into the 
agenda with more emphasis on proactive (rather than led or responsive) strategic discussion; 
and that the format of the meetings could be structured but less rigid than regular Board 
meetings. 
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 It was also AGREED that Board effectiveness and succession planning remain on future 
Away Day agendas. 

9.3 In response to the question about how the actions arising from the Away Day would be taken 
forward, Ms Lees reported that many of the useful recommendations in respect of 
stakeholders were being considered in the context of the development of the Stakeholder 
strategy.    A new Stakeholder Relations Manager was working with the team on the strategy 
which would be presented later in the year. 

 In terms of Commonwealth partnerships, Ms Lees was pleased to report on discussions 
arising from her recent visit to Australia and New Zealand which included a proposed 
partnership with the Australian War Memorial on an exhibition about Vietnam. 

 
10 Collections Review 

10.1 Trustees noted the content of the Collections Development paper, in particular the full award of 
Accredited Archive Service status and the Board expressed its thanks to the team for their 
sensitive work relating to the care of human remains in the collection. 

10.2 Trustees APPROVED disposal of three reels of duplicate nitrate film as detailed the paper.    

 
11 Reports from IWM Board Committees and areas of Oversight 

11.1 The Board noted the content of the report and the work of their various committees.   Adding to 
these updates: 

 Chair of Audit, Matthew Westerman, remarked on the welcome addition to the Committee 
of Brigid Sutcliffe, a qualified accountant, and her positive input into the annual report and 
accounts.   Sir Stuart Peach commented that following Mr Westerman’s election as his 
successor as Chair of the Board, Trustees would need to appoint a new Chair of Audit. 

 Information has been exempted under Section 36 of the Freedom of Information Act 
2000.   

11.2 Trustees noted that a presentation on progress against the digital transformation strategy had 
been deferred until the September meeting. 

11.3 Following recent discussions at the Away Day in May and at a meeting of the Audit 
Committee, the Board noted the need to appoint Trustees with oversight for Ethics, 
Whistleblowing and Safeguarding.   While the latter was a legal requirement, all appointments 
represented good governance practice. 

 Trustees APPROVED the following appointments: 
 Safeguarding: Liz Cleaver 
 Ethics: Suzanne Nicholas 
 Whistleblowing: General Figgures 

 
12 Major Projects Update   

 Trustees noted progress on the various major projects as reported in the paper which had been 
circulated. 

 
13 Performance and Financial Review 

 The Board received with approval the paper recording performance against Corporate Plan 
priorities for the third quarter of 2018/19.   Mr Card added that performance in the first quarter was 
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also very promising following the very successful and well attended May air show and Daks over 
Duxford event; memberships also now totalled 35,000. 

 Trustees wondered whether there was a better way to report on trends and present longer term 
targets in order that the Board had greater visibility of progress.  Mr Card replied that work was 
underway internally to address dashboards for benchmarking, measuring KPIs and establishing 
true cost.   This was something which might in due course, be reflected in the Board’s report.  

 
14 Director-General’s Report 

 The Board received with approval the Director-General’s Report, noting the supplementary reports 
covering Acquisitions and Loans, once again congratulating the executive team on an impressive 
range of activities.     

Ms Lees was pleased to report that the Peter Jackson Film and IWM’s Senior Film Curator Jane 
Fish had been successful in their Award Nominations (section 2 of the report).   The latter was a 
particularly significant result.  

The Director-General also reported on the visit by US President Donald Trump to CWR in June, 
which had gone very well indeed. 

 
15 Date of Next Meeting :  11 am on Friday, 20 September 2019, and thereafter at the same time on 

13 December.      

 
16 Future Agendas 

Primary items on the September agenda would be the HR and Collections Development strategies 
and a progress report on Digital Transformation. 

 
17  Any Other Business: There was none. 
 
 
 


